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Definition of the Model and Anti-Integrable Limit
The Holstein-Hubbard model, which is obtained as a combination of the standard Holstein and Hubbard models, is likely the simplest model involving both an electron-phonon coupling and a direct electronelectron repulsion. Since it contains a minimum number of parameters, it is appropriate for understanding some basic mechanisms of the interplay between these interactions and for proving some rigorous results. Its Hamiltonian H= H^ + H p + BU, + H u Q) is the sum of 1-a tight binding Hamiltonian With no Hubbard term (us), and when the electrons are supposed to be in their ground-state relatively to the lattice distortion ( that q, = 1 for EV((ui))< EF and ov = 0 for EV({ui)) > EF where EF is the Fenni energy) it has been proved recently [3' 41 that when t is not too large (t<tb), the variational form (8b) has infinitely many local minima corresponding to chaotic bipolaronic states and that the ground-state is one of them with a particular bipolaron ordering. When the electrons are not in their ground-state relatively to the lattice distortion, this variational form has infinitely many other metastable states which corresponds physically to chaotic polaronic (for t<tp ) and mixed polaronic-bipolaronic states (for tct,). Of course, these new configurations are not groundstates but are excited states unless a magnetic field is applied to the system. The theorems and their proofs for the existence of bipolaronic, polaronic and mixed polaronicbipolaronic are unchanged by the presence of a magnetic field, except that the bounds on t are even increased. It has been proved that for a large enough magnetic field h>h,>O, the ground state becomes a mixed polaronic-bipolaronic structure and depends on the magnetic field. Exact bounds for tb,tp and t , ,
, have been given in ref. 4 for the Holstein model on several lattices (cubic, triangular etc ...) in 1,2 and 3 dimensions. For 1 and 2d cubic lattices, these bounds approach rather well the order of magnitude of the bounds which can be observed numerically. For example, for the Id Holstein model, these exact bounds are tb> 0.18 1648 for the purely bipolaronic states, tp>0.090824 for the purely polaronic states and tm>0.073732 for the mixed polaronic bipolaronic states. Exact properties were found for these ground-states and these metastable states. They are insulating structures with an electronic gap at the Fermi energy for the bipolaronic states. For the mixed polaronicbipolaronic states, singly occupied mid-gap electronic states appear. Their phonon spectrum also exhibits a strictly non vanishing gap which forbids the existence of solitons and gapless phason (in a strict sense). All these structures are "charge defectible" which means that the addition or the extraction of an electron or a pair of electrons to the whole structure, results only into some local variation of the electronic density which decays exponentially at infinity. This is the characteristic feature of a true insulator contrasting with the properties of metals and semi-conductors where extra charges delocalizes in the whole system. The characteristic length of decay physically correspond to the size of a bipolaron or of a polaron depending the type of excitation The basic approach[31 for finding these exact results, is to start from the limit t=O (pro), which we call [5,61 "anti-integrable limit" by analogy with a similar limit which we introduced for dynamical systems .
By contrast with the usual band theory, which starts with perturbation expansions from delocalised electronic plane waves, we start our pertubation theory from the opposite limit where the electrons are localised on single sites. At this limit, Hamiltonian HAI commutes with electron density operators ni,? and n. at each site, so that for any arbitrary spatial distribution of the electrons, we have an eigen state.
1, J This electronic distribution can be characterized by a pseudo-spin distribution {oil with oi=O for the unoccupied sites, oi=1/2 for the singly occupied sites and oi=l for the doubly occupied sites. The variational form (8b) becomes and is minimum for u.=-(~. 1 1 .
(1 lb)
By definition, a bipolaron is a pair of localised electrons with opposite spins associated with a lattice distortion. A polaron is a localized single electron associated with a lattice distortion. A hole is a site without any electron. At the anti-integrable limit, the existence of bipolarons at sites i where oi=l, of polarons at sites i where oi=1/2 and of holes (ai=O), is obvious. Our theorem (for u=O) consists in proving that when t is switched to a non zero value, each of the local minima of the total energy (8b) (which does not depends on the spin orientation of the polarons) does not disappear and depends continuously on t up to an upper bound. For u#O, our theorems can be partially extended when considering the electrons in the ground-state of the many-body Hamiltonian @a). For that purpose, it is necessary to choose a chemical potential p, in order that at the limit t= 0, the ground-state of the local electron Hamiltonian
-1 be really obtained for z + n. ) = oi . The choice of y turns out to be not always possible. More 1,J precisely, after a complete inspection of (12a), it comes out that this choice is possible if and only if We proved very recently 17' the existence of non vanishing bounds tb and tP depending on u such that the total energy (8b) has at least one local minima (ui) converging to {-oil for t+O 1 1-for any bipolaronic structure characterized by {oi=O or 11, when u <T and tab, 2-for any polaronic structure characterized by {oi=O or 1/21, when O<u and t a p , Although this theorem is not as much precise as in the case u = 0, it is already interesting because it proves 1-the persistence of bipolaronic states up to u < 112 (and not beyond) (and for negative u ) 2-that the polaronic states only exists for u >O 3-that there exists a complex intermediate region with mixed polaronic bipolaronic states for O<u<1/2
We have not proven the unicity of this state as in the case u = 0. This property is likely true for the bipolaronic states but might be wrong for the mixed polaronic bipolaronic states and the purely polaronic states. Unlike for the bipolaronic structures, the excitation spectrum of the polaronic and mixed polaronic bipolaronic might become gapless. Let us explain why: At the anti-integrable limit, the spin degrees of freedom of the polarons are totally degenerate. Unlike the case u = 0 where the spins remain uncoupled, these spins couple (by exchange integrals) as soon t is not zero. If the dimensionality of the model is sufficient, the spin degeneracy could be raised and a resulting magnetic structure with many metastable states should be expected on top of the distribution of polarons (and bipolarons). It should be similar to a spin glass system if the underlying polaronic distribution is random. Nevertheless, the invariance under a global rotation of the spins is preserved, so that the magnon excitations are gapless according to the well-known Goldstone theorem. For that reason, the excitation spectrum of these states might be gapless. In other situations especially in low dimensional system, the polaronic or mixed polaronicbipolaronic structures, could be non magnetic. This is for example the situation for the spin resonant bipolaron described in the next section, where the magnetism of single polarons vanishes by the formation of a singlet state.
Two electrons in the Holstein-Hubbard model :Spin Resonant Bipolarons. Conjecture about high T, superconductivity
There is a region of special interest corresponding to the case u = 114 which means in original units where for t=O, the energy of a bipolaron -1/2+u given by (1 la) for is equal to the energy -2x 118 of two polarons. Let us note that in the anti-adiabatic regime g<<h og, the electron phonon interaction can be reduced via a unitary transformation (Lang-Firsov) to an effective attractive electron-electron interaction 2
-2g / h a o between the electrons. When (13) Let us remark that this spin resonant bipolaron (SRB) have some similarities with the Resonant Valence Bound (RVB) stateF9' of two electrons which was proposed some years ago by P.Anderson for the pure Hubbard model. In fact, this state does not exist in this model but it requires the interplay of both a strong enough electron-phonon coupling (close to the adiabatic limit) and a strong Hubbard term fulfilling approximately condition (13). Let us explain now why we expect that the existence of SRB, should be more favorable for high T, superconductivity than the standard bipolarons obtained at large electron-phonon coupling without Hubbard term. First let us note that no superconductivity can be obtained within the adiabatic approximation (P=O). At low electron-phonon coupling g<&O , the standard BCS theory applies. The critical temperature 2 depends roughly on k= 2 6 0 as b0 exp(--/k ) is restricted to relatively small values because k
Bas to be smaller than 1. At larger electron phonon coupling, electrons certainly forms bipolarons at any electronic den~ities'~'. Theories of bipolaronic superconductivity[lo1 were proposed with no direct electron-electron repulsion (u=O) but fail in practice for the reason that in real system P is generally small although not zero. Then, the bipolaronic superconductivity is disfavored because the effective mass of the bipolarons exponentially diverges as soon as the electron phonon coupling g increases beyond the BCS regime (k<=l or t=>l). Equivalently, the coherence energy (or band width) between these bipolarons (which are hard core bosons) which would determine the critical superconducting temperature, drops down to zero and becomes negligible which confirms the validity of the adiabatic approximation in that The potential interactions between these bipolarons are in fact the major terms of the Hamiltonian (in real systems, there is also Coulomb and elastic interactions between the bipolarons not taken into account in our model). A spatial and insulating ordering of bipolarons appears instead of this speculative bipolaronic superconductivity, as predicted by our theorem on the ground-state[51 at P=O and u=o.
Therefore, the major challenge of high Tc superconductivity is to find a physical mechanism which restore a large enough coherence energy for the bipolarons (bosons) in order to prevent the system from a spatial ordering and to favor a superfluid state. The origin of the collapse of the coherence energy of the bipolarons at large electron-phonon coupling in most models, is essentially due to the sharp increase of the Peierls-Nabarro barrier. The Peierls-Nabarro barrier of a bipolaron is by definition the minimum of the extra energy required for moving adiabatically a bipolaron from a given site to a neighbouring site. When the quantum lattice fluctuations are taken into account, higher is this barrier lower will be the tunnelling (or coherence) energy of a bipolaron through this barrier (for P small ). For increasing this coherence energy which potentially determines the critical temperature of the possible superfluid bipolaronic state, one has to reduce the Peierls-Nabarro barrier of the bipolarons as much as possible.
Then, with rather small quantum lattice fluctuations P, the superfluid state of bipolarons could become the ground-state. The middle state of the Peierls-Nabarro barrier of a bipolaron is a pair of polarons on two adjacent sites. If the Hubbard term u is increased from zero, this state become energetically more favorable so that the Peierls-Nabarro barrier is depressed. There is a critical point for u at which the energy difference between the middle of the potential barrier and the bottom of this potential just vanishes. In fact, the Peierls Nabarro barrier does not strictly vanish because its top is no longer the middle state but in any case, it is sharply depressed as observed numerically in [8] . This point just corresponds to condition (13) at the anti-integrable limit. In summary, our exact results confirm the interest of a perturbation approach from the "anti-integrable" limit of localised electrons (the "chemist limit") which is a limit opposite to the most used band limit of delocalised electrons. It reveals wide domains of parameters with insulating bipolaronic and polaronic phases which are relevant for understanding the real Charge Density Waves and Spin Density Waves respectively. Many questions concerning the detailed structure of the phase diagram are opened but our analysis reveals also an intermediate narrow but specially interesting although questionable region in between these two phases where at the adiabatic limit, we should have mixed polaronic bipolaronic states. In that region, the structure of the stable bipolarons change. They becomes SRB which are pairs of polarons bounded by a spin resonance (singlet states) (the distinction between SRB and standard bipolarons is obvious at the anti-integrable limit). These SRB are weakly pinned to the lattice so that they should be highly sensitive to the effect of quantum lattice fluctuations. The occurence of SRB superconductivity which could reach unusually high temperature is conjectured in that specific region. 
